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INTRODUCTION
The DBF Photo Contest is a photography contest organized by the
Delta Birding Festival and FOTO K. It is sponsored by FUJIFILM, who
will provide the absolute prize and the exhibition of the photographs.
It is also sponsored by DISEFOTO, TRAGOPAN, EXCOPESA NATURA,
FOTO K and ORYX.
What aspects will be valued?
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In selecting and awarding the prizes for the competition, we wish to
highlight both the originality, the technical and artistic quality and the
difficulty of the images, as well as their ability to communicate to the
viewer the inescapable need to conserve wild nature, not only for its
own, but for the importance it has for the survival of humanity and the
planet on which we live.

RULES
PARTICIPANT
May take part in the DBF PHOTO CONTEST all photographers,
amateurs or professionals, authors of the photographs presented
and holders of all their Rights. All participants must be of legal age,
except for those in the "Young Photographers" category, who must
have been born after December 31, 2004.
Registration for this contest is free.
The organizers, as well as the sponsors or employees of those
companies linked, directly or indirectly, to the realization of the
present contest, will not be able to participate in it.
THEME
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The contest will deal with the subject "Wild birds and nature" and
photographs of birds in the wild from anywhere in the world may be
submitted.
.

GENERAL CATEGORIES
AR: BIRDS PORTRAIT. Images that reveal the personality of an
individual or a group of individuals in such a way that they provoke
some kind of reflection or emotional reaction in the viewer. The bird
should be the most prominent element of the composition.
AA: BIRDS IN ACTION. Images of birds in action (flocks of birds,
birds flying, diving, fighting, mating, hunting, feeding, etc.) in which
singularities of their behaviour are shown. The dynamism, the
energy and the difficulty to achieve the image will be especially
valued.
AE: BIRDS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT. Images that evoke the
atmosphere and the relationship of birds with the place where they
are found, with the habitat, as an important element of the image.
They should convey that wild birds are an integral part of the
environment where they live, that in many cases is what we have to
preserve to guarantee the continuity of the species.

SPECIAL CATEGORIES
AD: BIRDS OF THE EBRO DELTA. Images of wild birds that fall into
any of the categories, but that have the particularity of having been
made in the Ebro Delta.
JF: YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHERS. Images of wild birds taken by
young photographers. To participate in this category, photographers
must be born after 31 December 2004.

FORMAT
Regardless of the support used for their production, the images will be
submitted to the contest only as digital files in JPEG format, preferably
with Adobe RGB 1998 colour profile, and with a size of 1920 pixels on
its largest side, and up to 2 MB (72dpi), without the addition of frames,
borders or captions.
NUMBER
Each photographer may submit up to three photographs in each of the
categories in which they compete. It is not allowed to present the same
photograph in more than one of the categories of the contest, except
for the special category Birds of the Ebro Delta, which must be
presented together with any of the categories.
NOMENCLATURE OF THE IMAGES
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1- The names of the files must begin with the author’s DNI number,
followed by the category code (AR, AA, AE, AD or JF), and the number
of the photograph (1, 2 or 3). For example: 123453544K_AE_1. In case
the author does not have a DNI or NIF, the passport number can be
used.
2- File names must not contain special characters (for example, “#” or
“<>”) or punctuation (for example, “!”, “?,“O”.”).
3- Spaces must be replaced by underscores (_ underscore).

SUBMISSION
The submission of the images will be made exclusively through the form
on the website:
deltabirdingfestival.com/activitats/dbf-photo-contest/
In each form, only one photograph can be submitted. To participate in
the "Birds of the Ebro Delta" category, you must first select one of the
general categories and then check the ‘Photo taken in the Ebro Delta’
box.
It is not allowed to submit photographs already awarded in other
contests.
ADMISSION DATE
Photographs may be submitted from 13 June to 17 July 2022.
JURY
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It will be appointed by the organization of the DBF PHOTO CONTEST,
among people of recognized prestige in photography of ornithology and
nature. Its ruling will be final and, if applicable, it will decide on any
incident that may arise. It will evaluate the photographs submitted to
the contest, always individually and anonymously, based on the
alphanumeric code that the computer system assigns them from the
moment they are sent to the contest.

JUDGMENT
The jury's decision will be made public on Thursday, September 22,
through the DELTA BIRDING FESTIVAL and FOTO K websites and
social networks.
PRIZES
PRIZES GENERAL CATEGORIES
ABSOLUTE PRIZE: X-H2S + Fujinon XF18-55mm camera, sponsored by
FUJIFILM valued at more than €3,000.
1st PRIZES sponsored by FUJIFILM (one prize for each category other
than the overall prize winner):
8x42 binoculars valued at €900 + €400 voucher to buy Fujifilm
products at the Photo K store.
Fujifilm X-T30 II camera + Fujinon XF18- 55 mm valued at €1,300
2nd prizes sponsored by DISEFOTO (one prize for each category):
MANFROTTO 190GO tripod! M - Carbon valued at €500
LOWEPRO Pro Trekker BP 550 AW II valued at €500
LOWEPRO Photosport PRO 55L AW III Photographer Backpack
valued at €500
3rd Prizes sponsored by TRAGOPAN and ORYX (one prize for each
category):
Shop in camouflage + chair with backrest and roof LAGOPUS B by
TRAGOPAN valued at €200

Finalist image awards, sponsored by ORYX (3 finalists per general
category):
"Bird photographer of the year" book. Collection 7.
PRIZES FOR SPECIAL CATEGORIES
PRIZE BIRDS OF THE EBRO DELTA CATEGORY (AD) sponsored by
EXCOPESA NATURA (A single award)
ZEISS SFL binoculars valued at €1,800
PRIZE FOR THE YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER
sponsored by FOTO K (A single award)

CATEGORY

(JF)

LUMIX DC-FZ82 camera valued at €350
EXHIBITION AND PRIZE DELIVERY
The prizes will be awarded on 25 September 2022 at 1:30 p.m. in the
DELTA BIRDING FESTIVAL Agora.
During the 3 days of the festival, you can visit the exhibition of the
award-winning and finalist photographs sponsored by FUJIFILM.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
In the processing of the photographs, digital adjustments (white balance,
exposure, levels, contrast, saturation, focus, vignetting removal...), as
well as particle cleaning, and moderate cropping, will be accepted.
Alterations or manipulations of the image or part/s of the image, which
imply that the photograph reflects a different reality from the one
photographed, will not be accepted.

The authors of the photographs that reach the final phase of the jury's
deliberations may be asked if necessary, by any means, for clarifications
on the image that considers pertinent. The technical direction of the
contest may reject the photographs that do not conform to these rules,
themes and categories. Primary files of the camera (RAW) will be
requested and the no presentation of them will lead to the
disqualification of the photograph.
The organization is not responsible for possible infractions of the
applicable legislative regulations that the contestant incurs to obtain the
image presented to the contest. Without prejudice to this consideration,
the organization reserves the right not to accept photographs that
manifestly reveal that the fauna or the natural space where they have
been obtained have been negatively affected and/or to ask the
contestant for the appropriate authorizations.
Of the photographs that obtain an award or distinction, the organization
reserves the right to make the copies needed for exhibitions, projections
or publications related, solely, to the activities of the contest, without
limitation of means, time or geographical space, always mentioning the
name of the author. The organization will request a copy of the file with
the
winning image with the highest quality and size. Notwithstanding all
this, the authors of the photographs will continue to be the owners of
the exploitation rights of the same for any future use.
The contest will reject any type of request that could be made with
commercial interests by third parties, such as assignment, loan,
exploitation, sale, etc. of the personal data of the
contestants, as well as the images presented by them to the contest. If
there is knowledge of the existence of a claim to purchase an image or
its rights, the organization will put the possible interested party directly
in contact with the author of the photograph, so that the latter may
decide what it deems appropriate.

The participants must be the sole owners of the copyright of the
photographs and will be fully responsible for the absence of third-party
rights in the works presented, as well as for any
claim for image rights.
The participants certify and guarantee that the content of the works
presented is not contrary to law, morality or public order.
DATA PROTECTION POLICY
The personal data provided by the contestants will be treated in
accordance with the provisions of Organic Law 3/2018, of 5 December,
on the Protection of Personal Data and guarantee of digital rights, and
they may exercise their rights of access, rectification and cancellation.
ACCEPTANCE OF THE RULES
The fact of submitting to this edition of the DBF PHOTO CONTEST
implies the acceptance of each one of these rules. The organization will
be able to solve any case not foreseen in the same.
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